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111. COMMENTS

In the general case it was pointed out that the half-speed
sequences b and c were generated bythesame
wiring
polynomial specifying sequence a. Of course, in the special
case of m-sequences, b and c will be shifts of a since, by
definition, only one sequence, themaximal length sequencesis
generated by a primitive wiring pqlynomial. If, as is often the
case, the initial condition of sequence a is not important, then
it ismerelynecessary
to add bit by bit two half-speed
sequences b and c , generated by the same wiring polynomial
which specifies a, but with c shifted by 2N-‘ with respect to b
(in the opposite direction to the shift by 7/2) as described by
N is theorder of thewiring
(13) and (14).Recallthat
polynomial. The processofinterleaving
can, of course, be
extended to interleave 4, 8, 16, etc., sequences.
These results are particularly important since many commonly used binary sequences, for example, Gold and Kasami
sequences[5],can
be generated by combinations of msequences.
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symbols) intersymbol interference power ratio of 17 dB, these methods
can reduce the variation in symbol error rates by more than two orders of
magnitude and decrease the required signal-to-thermal noise ratio for a
symbol error rate by more than 2 dB.

I. INTRODUCTION
Differential
detection
of
differential
phase-shift-keyed
(DPSK) signalswithnoise
correlationand/or intersymbol
interference (or power imbalance’)
has
been
extensively
studied (e.g., 111-[ll]). However, most of thesepapers
consider only the average symbol error rate for conventional
DPSK (with 2na/M, n = 0, * . * , M - 1 phase shifts with
respect to the previous symbol).
For all M-ary DPSK techniques (except symmetrical binary
DPSK with f a / 2 phaseshifts),because
of the lack of
symmetry of the phase shiftsfor the symbols, the symbol error
rate is not thesamefor
all
symbols
with intersymbol
interference [12]-[14] or noise correlatibn [ 7 ] . The variation
in the symbol error rates is undesirable and complicates the
design of error-correcting codes. The decision regions in the
detectorcan be adjusted, however, to reduce this variation
and, at the same time, reduce the average symbol error rate
11 11.
The effect of intersymbol interference and noise correlation
on the individual and average symbol error rates depends on
M , the decision regions in the detector, the phase shift offset
angle (a fixed phase shift added to each symbol interval), and
thetype of intersymbolinterferenceandnoisecorrelation.
Although considering all possible cases forthese parameters is
impossible, studies of the effect of these
parameters on the
symbol error ratesshowed
several interestingfeatures
as
described below, which will be illustrated by studying binary
and quaternary DPSK with adjacent intersymbol interference
(as in [8] and [lo]) and noise correlation.
11. DIFFERENTIAL
DETECTION
At the transmitter, an M-ary DPSK signal can be written as

s ( t ) = A sin ( w o t

+ cr(t))

where A is an amplitude constant, wo isthe carrier radian
frequency, and a ( t ) is the message-carrying waveform. For
the rnth symbol interval of T, seconds (i.e., ( r n - 1) T, < t 5
mT,),the message carrying waveform is given by
2a

cr(t)=(~,=a,-1+&+M
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(1)

dm

(2)

where +o is the phase shift offset angle and dm is the rnth data
symbol, where dm = 0, . . ., M - 1.
Fig. 1 shows thedifferentialdetectoranalyzed
in this
paper.2 The receivedsignal z ( t ) , consistingofadistorted
DPSK signalandnoise,issplit
intoquadrature baseband
components. The components are then integrated to generate
the symbol signal vector components. The rnth symbol signal
vector is therefore given by

t= ex, & + e,,

Cr,

(3)

where a x and a y are unitvectorsdefiningarectangular
coordinate frame, and e., and eYmare the coefficients of these
I With intersymbol interference, the power imbalance (between two
adjacent symbol signal vectors used to determine the phase shift) is dependent
on the symbol sequence.
The differential detector studied in many papers is often of another form,
that shown in Fig. 2. Our results also apply to this detector, where signal
samples and complex phasor notation are employed (see, e.g., [9], [ll]). Note
that for the detector of Fig. 1, the decision regions can be easily adjusted,
unlike the detector of Fig. 2.
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A second possible implementation of the differential detector.

error rate for thernth data symbol for a given symbol sequence
is given by
P(E(symbo1 s e q u e n c e ) = F [ # 0 ~ , ( ~ , + ~ ) + ~ ~ ) A 4 ” ]

vectors,asshown
in Fig. 1. Thus, thephase of Zm isthe
where F(+IA+) isgiven
by [ I , eq. ( 8 ) , (9)]. (Simplified
arctangentoftheratioofthesymbolsignalvector
compo- formulas for specific cases are given in [ 11, eq. (14)] and [9,
nents. The detection statistic $ is the phase difference3
eq. (5)-(7)] .) Note that since [ 11 studies the detector of Fig. 2 ,
to
use the analysisof [I], I sm1 2/2N0must be replaced by p ( t )
# = L 2,- L Z m - ]
(4)
and L
by +( t ) . With adjacent intersymbol interference, the
where L denotes the angle of the vector. The decision rule is probability of errorfor agiven symbol d is theaverage
probability of error for the 2”” symbol sequences (of length 3)
ther? given by
with d as the second symbol.

s,

#O~~-I)d<#--O~#Od(d+l)~

EFFECT
OFINTERSYMBOLINTERFERENCE
AND NOISE
CORRELATION
ON M-ARY
DPSK
We now study the variation in the individual symbol error
whereisthedecisionboundaryangle
between.symbols a
rates and the average error rate with intersymbol interference
and b, and d - 1 and d + 1 are modulo M . Let
and noise correlation, and consider the effect of the phaseshift
Zm=Sm+Nm
(6) offset angle do, the number of phases M, andthedecision
boundary anglesThese
effects are illustrated in Figs. 3-8
where smand N,are the signal and noise vectors for the rnth for A L P = A L n = 0.1 (17 dBsignal-to-interference power
symbol. We consider adjacent intersymbol interference, with
ratio) and r = 0.1 and where Eb = E,/log2 M is the energy
thenormalizedintersymbol
interferencefromthe
previous
per bit. ’
symbol A L P and the next symbol AL,,given by
Consider first the variation in the individual symbol error
rates. With conventional (& = 0) DPSK and positive noise
r0
correlationwithintersymbol
interference, the difference in
r, x ( t . Ts) dt
ALP,, =
(7) error rates for “0’s” and “ 1’s” is greater than with either
impairment alone. As M increases, thevariation
in the
x ( t ) dt
individual symbol errorrates increases (for the sameintersymbo1 interference andnoise correlation). For fixed M , as 40
with the minus and plus signs for
and AL,,respectively, increases, the variation decreases, with a minimum variation
where x ( t ) is the overall pulse (of duration T,) response of a for +o = ?r/M. (With symmetrical (+o = ~ / 2binary
)
DPSK,
given system and to is the sampling time. Thus, with adjacent the error rates for “0’s” and “1’s” are equal.) For example,
intersymbol intercerence, the twosignal vectors that determine from Figs. 3-5 at Eb/No= 14 dB, the symbol error rates vary
the rnth symbol, S,
and S,, depend on three symbols,
dm- 1,
by a factor of 900 and 1400 for conventional (40 = 0) binary
dm,and dm,I , and can easily be shown to be given by
and quaternary DPSK, respectively, and by a factor of 40 for
quaternary DPSK with do = %/4.
As discussed previously, since the symbol error rates vary
[cos (ayi)
+ j sin ( a i ) A L ~(cos (ai-,)
(except for symmetrical binary DPSK), the decision boundary
+ j sin ( C Y - ~ ) ) + A L(cos
, ( a ; + , ) + sin
j ( a i + l ) ) .(8)
]
angles can beadjusted to reduce this variation and also reduce
for i = m - 1 and m ,respectively, where E, is the energy the average error rate. Here, we consideradjusting the angles
to minimize the average symbol error rate (for given M , 40,
per symbolwithoutintersymbol
interference.Furthermore,
A L P , A L , , , and r). With the optimum decision
boundary
we consider only noise correlation between adjacent symbol
angles, the variation in theindividual symbol errorrates is also
intervals, i.e., the noise correlation r is given by
significantly reduced, althoughtheindividualsymbol
error
r = E [ N m* N,-I]/NO
(9) rates are not necessarily equal. For example, from Figs. 6 and
7, with the optimum decision boundary angles the individual
where E [ - 1 denotes expected value, and NOis the single-sided symbol error ratesvary by a factor of only 5 and 10 with
noise power spectral density. From [ l , eq. (7)-(9)] the symbol conventional binary and quaternary DPSK, respectively. With
the optimum angles thevariation is again less with+O = ?r/M,
a factor of only 4 for quaternary DPSK.
All angles are modulo 27r.

“d” transmitted, d = O ,

AJ~,

-,

si=JE,

+

* *

-,M - 1 (5)
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Fig. 5 . The symbol error rate versus the energy-per-bit-to-noise-density
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ratio for quaternary DPSK with bo = 7r/4and A L P , AL,,and r equal to 0.1.

Fig. 3. The symbol error rate versusthe energy-per-bit-to-noise-density
ratio for conventional and symmetrical binary DPSK with A L D , AL,,and r
equal to 0.1. The error rate of a “1” is much greater than that for a “0”
with conventional DPSK, but the errorratesare equal for symmetrical
DPSK.
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Fig. 4. The symbol errorrateversus
the energy-per-bit-to-noise-density
ratio for conventional quaternary DPSK and A L P , A L n , and r equal to 0.1,

Next consider the average symbol error rate. For binary
DPSK the average error rate varies slightly with 40, with the
$o forminimumerrorratedependingontheintersymbol
interference and noise.correlation. For small A L P , AL,, and r,
symmetrical binary DPSK has the lowest error rate, while for
and r, conventional binary DPSK is lower.
large hL,, a,,
However, for A4 2 4,the effect of 4oon the average symbol
error rate is negligible (as shown in [l]). On the other hand,
optimization of the decision boundary angles can significantly
reduce the average symbol error rate, especially for M > 2 .
For
example,
from
Figs.
3-8, with
conventional
binary
bPSK, optimization of the decision boundary angles reduces
therequired Eb/Nofor a
error rate by 0.6 dB (from15.1
to 14.5 dB), such that conventional binary DPSK has a lower
errorratethansymmetricalbinary
DPSK. Forquaternary
DPSK, optimization of the decision boundary angles reduces
the required Eb/Nofor a
error rate by 2 dB (from 16.9 to

Fig. 6 . The symbol error rate versus the energy-per-bit-to-noise-density
ratio for conventional binary DPSK with optimum I), and for symmetrical
binary DPSK with ‘AL,, A L n , and r equal to 4.1. The difference in error
rates for “0’s” and “1’s” is ‘much less than that shown in Fig. 3, and the
average symbol error rate for conventional DPSK is also lower.

14.9 dB). Note that although the optimum decision boundary
anglesvarywidelywith
+o, withtheseanglestheaverage
symbol error rate does not vary significantly with c#I~.

Iv. SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied the variation in the individual
symbol, error rates and the average error rate for M-ary
DPSK
with intersymbol interference and noise correlation. Although
theindividual,symbol
errorratescan
varyby
ordersof
magnitude, this variation can be significantly reduced
by using
a phase shift offset angle
of T I M and also b,y adjusting the
decision boundary angles in the detector. Although the phase
offset angle has little effect on the average symbol error rate,
adjustment of the decision boundary angles can significantly
reducethedegradationinerrorrateperformancedueto
intersymbol interference and noise correlation, particularly for
M > 2.
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symbol error rate versus the energy-per-bit-to-noise-density
ratio for conventional quaternary DPSK with optimum decision boundary
angles with A L P , AL,,, and r equal to 0.1, The difference in the individual
symbol error rates is much less than that shown in Fig. 4, and the average
symbol error rate is also lower.
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Abstract-The paper considers. a tionslotted random-access radio
channel with users divided into a few classes. Assumingthat capture exists
between these classes of users,and that users allotted to different classes
use packets of differentlengths,
packet and data throughput are
obtained. A set of packet lengths is found for which these throughputs
exceed throughputs in the case when all, users use equal-length packets.
Finally, the sets of packet lengths dnd class traffics are obtained to give
the global maximum channel utilization.

INTRODUCTION
Let us consider a random;access radio channel (RAC) like
the one used in nonslotted ALOHA [1]-[3]. All channel users
are divided into K disjoint ’classes denoted 1 , 2, . * ., K at
different power levels in such a way that if k < n, k , n = 1 ,
2 , . * ., K , kth-class packets alwaysdominatenth-class
packets. Such a model
of the system was first analyzed by
Metzner [3] under the assumption that all system packets are
of equal length. In contrast to that analysis we will assume
that, although all the users allotted to one class use packets of
equal length, different classesmay nevertheless use packets of
different lengths.
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